
Response to “ 9/11 'hero dog' saved

woman trapped in rubble for 27 hours”

After reading the article, type your reaction and add your name to it

Jonah S.

At first it sad then when the dog came out it exited and then when she was saved I was

lauryn   I think it is cool great smelling they have .

Nicole P.

I thought that it was really sweet and brave how the dogs are willing to take

extreme risks just to save the lives of people in need. It makes me realize that

we should do more to make these amazing animals.It’s  great that we have such

loyal animals working with us.

Nicole D.

I really liked this article. It proved that dogs can do a lot too. Dogs make

great savers.

Jackson Abram

I think that the article was fairly interesting.  I must say

that the dogs were quite brave to run into the 9/11

tradegy.

Jackson L. that was really cool good thing dogs have a good

smell and being trapped for 27 HOURS!

paige tissot

i thought it was really cool good thing dogs have  a good sence of smell i was so excited when



she was saved!!!!

blake h

well I think it is pretty cool that dogs saved peoples lives and how did they sniff

them!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
I knew the  think its amazing that a dog can find somebody.

Jonathan H

Caden S.

I think that it is pretty cool that only a dog saved

someone without the help of someone else. Also it’s cool

that they did a special of it on Animal Planet.

Hanna C. I think that it is really cool that our furry

four legged friends can save a life. I am so glad that

people have trained dogs to do that. I would love it if a

dog had saved my life thank you lovely animals:)

Lindsey B.
If that dog was alive now I would thank him till my life had to end.

Thank you doggy:)

emily ryan i think its really cool that a dog saved a dog saved someones life

Olivia A. “How did she stay alive for 27 hours

under the rubble?!?!?!?:)



Parker.A
It so cool how we can train our furry

friends to find victims of 9-11 under

heavy concrete and steel.

ethan a.

that, everybody is hard to

survive under. and there

are noses on those dogs!!!!!

that is hard to escape

from if your up

waaayyyyy high. hard to

care for those search

dogs if they get hurt alot.


